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INTRODUCTION’.

TORSION OF WING TRUSSES AT DMNG SPEEDS.

As there seems to be no apparent agreement as to the methods to be pursued in making
the analysis of the stresses in a V@ truss in a vertical dive at Iimit@~ veIocity, the folIovring
report was prepared at the LangIey MemoriaI Aeronautical Laboratory of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics:

The most easiIy applied, but least accurate, assumption considers the drag Ioad of the
-U structure uniformly distributed aIong the span with no regard to the unstabIe moment
imposed on the aerofoil by the air load. This is the method called for by the United States
h’avy specifications. .

.4 second method as appIied to the converitionally construcfied biplane takes into con-
sideration the unstable moment by combin~~ with the drag load an upload on th~ rear lift
truss and a down load on the front antilift truss, but disregards the stagger wires which tend
to equalize the stresses. This is the loading caIIed for by the Britishl but it is hardIy more
accurate tham the tit type, being far more severe than. the actual conditions. This method
seems particularly inconsistent where there are two bays, as it pIaces dependence upon single
tmtilift wires, but not upon either of the two sets of stagger wires. It is very desirable LOso
desigm a structure that it WU still be safe with any one redundant member removed, but in

—

such a ca;e two Ioad factors-one for the complete structure and a lower one for tthe crippled
structure-hould be specfied and a stress analysis should be made with each redundancy in
turn removed.

A third method considers the same load~~ as the second mentioned above, but resorts to
the method of- Ieast work’ for determining Lhe stresses in redundant members. If there are
several redundant members the method of Ieast work may also be used for analysis with each
single member in turn removed.

A finaI refinement is the correction of the load distribution for distortion of the truss and
the consequent warping of the m@s. In the case of a nose di-i-e the warping of the v@s
cha~ves the load distribution in such a may as to increase the str=ses. In vie-iv of this fact it
is evident that the structure should be as rigid as possible.

It does not seem that the designer would be justtied in using either of the first two methods,
except for. an approsimat-e analysis in the course of design to be checked by more exact method
later. The first method grossIy underestimate the stresses, -w-Me the second method is far too
severe.

The third method seems to be suflicientIy accurate for most designs, even for an exact tia.1
amdysis.

lt is the purpose of this investigation to analyze a typical -w-@ structure by the fourth
method and to draw conclusions as to -what types of design require allowance for torsion of
the wing truss and a change of the angIe of attack aIo~@ the span. At the an.@e of maximum
lift the structural deflections are such that no serious -ivarpirg of the wings would occur. There

1The tilysis of Wing ‘lluss Stresses, inchling the Effect of Redundancies, by E. P. l~~mer and R. G. Miier. Report >To.92, >-ationel
-&dviwry Committee for .Wmnmtics, Washlngtm, 1920.
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is an upload on both trusses, ancl tl~e angdar cIistcn-tion at any point, is proportional to tll~’
difference between the deflections of the front and rear trusses instead of the sum of the duflec-
tions m is. the case.in & clive. Any change in the angle of attack at high angIcs ]~otfl(?_mftli~.a
wry small change in the loading because the slope of thr lift curve is small in t,hc region of
maximum lift. The percentage variation in loading ‘is further reduced by the fac~ Lhat fhe net
change is divided by a high lifi. This condition of Ioacling has been approximatc(l in a grcfi L
many static load tests which resulted in no great angular dishn%ions. In vi~w of these facts
it was not considered desirable to investigate angular distortion for high angles of atfmck.

PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS.

For the purpose of an illustrative ex&mpIe, the RAF-I 5 aerofoil was chosen as being th,.
basis of most wing sections used at the present time. A biplmc wing structure with overhang
vi-as considered as the best example from which to draw conclusions. The. warp of the owr-

hsmging portion of the upper wing would
show approximately what could Lc e.Y-
-petted of a monoplane structure, The
JN–4 wing truss la~-out was selected 8s
an example of this construction.

LOADING.

The resultant air load on the RSF-I 5
wing M-as resolwd intw componwsts paral-
lel and normal to a ~-foot chord for angles
of alt~cli from – 6° to +-3° at a speed of
140 miles pm hour, wkich is roughly the
limiting speed of vertical divo for Lho
JN-4. The componont parallel to tkc
chord was p~otted (Fig. I ) as poun{k pm
foot of wing spnn agains~ wglc of fitlt&Cli.

The component normal to the chml was
divided into pounds per foot for the front
and rear spars, respectively, and plotted
against angle of attack. This i~ wry
similar to cu.mes plotted by the British2
for the RAF–6 wing, the principal differ-
ence being that the British assumed tha
condition of steady flight ins tc ad of the
simpler and more scwre assumption of
consttmt speed. The spins were taken at

!).25 and 66.5 per cent of the chord, respecti]~ely, from the leac&g edge. The charwteristics
for the RAF–1 5 wing were Mien in accordance with t&s3 made at the National Physical
Laboratory, England.

It will be noticed that the curms representing the loads on “the front and rear spars nornml
to the chord (Fig. 1) rapidly cli~erge for negative angles of attack. This would indicate that

the condition for producing a maximum warping of the wings WOUId ?.w in “ diving under”
beyond the vertical at terminal ~elocity, but this maneu~er would put. a top Ioading on ~hc wings
far in excess of what practice Ims showm to be probable, especially as there is adclcd to the neg-
ative load on the wings a negative load on the tail, which may l-w equal to one-quarter of thu
vwight$ of the airplane. In nosing o-w suddenly from high speed or at the top of n slow loop,
reverse loacling often occurs, but at speeds much lower than terminal velocity. A nose (iiw d

~Handbook of Strength Calculations, by Pippard and Pritchard, P. 6. Ministry of Munitions, Technical Department, Aircrfdt Production,
—

1918. MSO,C. L M. No. 34, by Miss Caw-Bmwn-Cave, Technical Department, Air kioa~d, June, 1917.
* Advisorj- committee for Aeronautics. Report h70.T.i09, ~aY, 1916.
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terminal veIocit-y and an an@e of attack of – 0.7” (there being no normal load on the front spar
at this angle the calmdat ions are simplified by this assumpt ioD) were chosen as a basis for this
iu_restigation.

The air load for the first approximation was a.sumed to be uniform o-rer the entire wing
span and corresponding tsJ an angIe of a~tack of – 0.7°. The reactions at panel points were
determined by use of the three-moment equation on the assumption that each spar is a con-
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tinuous beam, uniformly IoacM, and ~~ith points of support in a straight Iine. The loads
paraIIeI and normaI to the chord were treated sep.arateIy. The reactions normal to the chord
were each resol~ed into two components--one parallel to the chord and one in the plane of the
Iift truss. The parasite resistance -was estimated and added at the panel points of the drag
trlxs .

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIM.4TTOA’S.

The truss was fist soh-ed for the case of uniform Ioading by the method of Iea4 work. The
stress and strain mere computed for each member. A ViWiot diagmm’ Kas draw-n for each of

~The Theory of Stmetums: SpEotd, N-ewYork, 1915,P. 36%
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the lift trusses to determine the deflection of each panel point under Ioad. If each stagger bay
were a perfect parallelogram the angle of attack would not be aftected by the deflection of hhc
&ag ~ru~ses, but the front interplane struts are slightly shorter than the rear ones due to th~

greater depth of the front spar. The error infxoduced by neglecting the deflections of the drag
trusses is even smaller than the error invoIved by the use of the Williot diagram. l?or this
reason the diagrams were not drawn for the drag trusses.

‘The algebraic difference between the deflections “of corresponding panel points in tho front
and rear lift trusses divided by the normal dist ante between interplano struts is approximately
equal to the tangent of the angle of distortion. Subtracting this angle from the angle of attack
originally assumed determined the corrected angle of attzck for that poini. The corrected
loading for the new angle thus obtained was then read from the curve shown in Fig. 1.

The second approximation was carried through with the angle of attack at the last panel
point equated to that determined by the first approximation, and the load distribution curve
was assumed to be a broken )ine dropping to zero at the wing tip and varying uniformly over
the span up to the last panel point. (See Fig. 2.)

The loading for the third approximation was plotted at the panel points along the span
in accordance with the variation in angle of attack as determined by the second approximation.
A load Iine for each spar was faircd in connecting these points except near the tip, where the
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load was assumed to drop to zero along a parabolic curve, which broke away from the faired-in
curve at a point one chord length from the wing tip. The panel point, reactions were sol-red
by Wilson’s methods of treating continuous beams, the deviation of panel points from col-
linearity being de@nined from the deflection diagrams for the secoud approximation and being
aHowed for in computing the third set of reactions.

RESULTS.

The forms of the load curves used for the succes~ive approximations, tog-ether with the
load curves as determined by the final approximation, ;re shown by Fig. 2. The scnle of the
curves for the first two approximations is purpos-ely exaggerated to indicate the forms of the
curves rather than the actual magnitude of the loading. An inspection of these curves indicatw

that the second approximation &i.ght WU be omitted. The. uniform variation in load along

the span was used to simplify the treatment of s~resses for this easel but it is probable that
the same accuracy couId be obtained in the final approximation by omittilg this step entirely
and taking only t;vo successive loadings instead of three.

The variation in angle of attack along the span is shown graphically for the upper wd lower
wing by Fig. 3.

-.
5~t~~@hof materia~: MoK1ey,Londoq 1916,p.218.
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Fig. + show-s the load per foot. for each spar as determined by the flnaI approximation.
The broken hues indicate -i-&at the loading at the tips would be if there were no end losses.
It. is evident by an inspection of Fig. 4 that there is considerable riet lift. orL the wings. This
lift would be Im-gely balanced by the down load on the td pIane required to balance
the unstable wing moment.

‘The maximum variation in angle of attack due to bending of the spars between panel
points was found by a preliminary analysis to be less than eight minutes. This ~ariation
being negligibly small it -was co~sidered best to simplify the treatment of the structural defection
by neglecting the bending of spars.

Attention is particularly directed to the fact. that the warping of the wings under divin~
conditions is too srnaIl to be considered for practical design wherever there is adequate st~~ger
bracing, being larger at the center section of this particular machine, where the aIigmment is

maintained only by the external drag and antidr~~ -wires>and being quite great in the overhang
where there is no incidence bracing.

If there -were high initial tensions in the wires of the wing trusses, the effect wouId be
similar to a great increase in the rmmber of redundancies, and thus the deflections and con-

‘ for DXfori& ‘of ?he W& Truss. I 1 iift I

I I I II L-u ! ! ! LA-H-w4 !’”we”feo’

ffg.4.

sequently the warp of the -wings would be reduced. In particular, the initial tensions in the
stagger wires are nearly always great enough to keep both ties tight under all conditions, and
the warp of the wings inside the outermost panel point are thereby reduced approsimateIy
30 per cent. It must not be considered, however, that this is an argument in favor of high
initial tem~iom, the more favorable load distribution being more than counterbalanced by the
figher stresses ~ ~di~dual membe=.~

CONCLUSIONS.

1. In the case of the conventional biphme with adequate stagger bracing and no overhang,
it is impr@icaI to refine the stress analysis to the extent of correcti~r the load distribution for
warping of the wings under load. The wing drag should be considered uniform and carried to
the wing t;p. The loads normal to the chord should be considered uniform and carried to a
point one+ixth of a chord length from the wing tip.

2. For the biplane -with an overhang supported by steel struts which are capabIe of with-
standing either tension or compression, it =hould be suf?iicientIy accurate to neglect the effect of
the twisting of the wing trus; but where the down Ioad on the cwerh~~ is suppo~ ted by wires

$~@~~&~~of W@ T= sti~q ~clufig the Effect M R~~ducies, by E. P. m-am= and R. G. 3fi11er. Report h70. W?, Natkma ~ Ad.

visory Committee for Aeronantira, WaMn@OrI, 1920.
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at a very acute angle to the spars the loads normal to the chord should be carried to the extreme
wing tip to allow for the effect of distortion upon the load distribution.

3. The wing warp is a very important consideration in treating monoplane stresses. The
monoplane wing truss lacks the efficient stagger bracing of the biplane, and the members sup-
porting the wing are generally long and at a very acute angle to the spars. It sterns reasonable
to believe that some of the accidents which have occurred as a result of diving monoplanes
~l,ere due to the unst,able nat~lre of structural distortions. The results of static tests may
make it appear that a monoplane is safe for both upload and down load, and still the wing
structure may be unable to withsfiand the loads due to the torsion produced by the air load
in a nose dive. Tbe members most effected by the torsion of a monoplane wing are the an~ilift
wires attached to the front spars near the wing tips. If the torsion at the tip of the over-
hanging wing of a biplane can be as high as 2°, as indicated by Fig. 3, then the magnif,ude of
the torsional deflection at the tip of a monoplane -would probably exceed 2°. I?ig. 1 indicates
thai a change of 2° in the angle of attack would multiply the down load on tho front sptir by
4. The only safe covrse to follow in the design of a monoplane is to mike an exhaustive stress
analysis? tahting into consideration the effect of structural distortions upon the load distribution.

4. Owing to the rekki~ely high deflection of the internally braced wing the load distribu-
tion should be corrected for the variation in angle of attack along the span when loaded. In
the case of a biplane of this type stagger bracing may well be used near the wing tips, as in the
case of the Fokke.r. The Germans have made performance tests with the stagger bracing
omitted and found that both the speed and climb &the Fokker were reduced. Them is noth-
ing to indicate how much the factor of safety was reduced by this omission, but it is obvious
that deflections of the magnitude required to injure the performance more than it. is helped
by cutting out the parasite resistance of the struts would certainly greatly change the load
distribution. In the case of the internally braced monoplane it is obvious~y impossible to uso
anything corresponding to stagger bracing, but if a relatively strong and stifl front spar is used
it will do much to stabilize the structure because the load on the front spar changes more rap-
idly and has higher maxima than the load on, the rear spin.

5. It must not be inferred from this discussion that an exact stress analysis for the case
of a dive constitutes a complete stress analysis. The nose dive at twminai velocity is included
as a part of the complete analysis because it generally imposes the most severe stresses in
particular members, namely, drag bracing, stagger bracing, and someti~ws the fronh antilift
bracing; but other members are most stressed at other conditions of flight, which must be jus~ as
carefully considered.


